Mutations in the alpha 1 domain of a class I gene define residues important for specific allorecognition.
Our strategy to use saturation mutagenesis to produce an unbiased collection of major histocompatibility class I mutants has resulted in unpredicted mutant phenotypes. First, we have shown data supporting our earlier work of the Dp20(Y27N) mutant. Allorecognition is altered at the clonal level while no variation in lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV)-restricted recognition is observed. The defect does not destroy the integrity of this class I protein on the basis of three observations: (i) LCMV self-restricted recognition is not impaired, (ii) beta 2 microglobulin still associates with Dp20(Y27N) at the cell surface, and (iii) this mutant can stimulate a primary MLR. Thus, we believe Dp20(Y27N) specifically affects allorecognition, perhaps by altering self peptide associations. The Dp14(A11V;E32Q) mutant appears to interact with T cell receptors (TCR) from a cloned cytotoxic T lymphocyte, but is altered in inducing a wild type signal into the responding cell. This is presumably due to decreased interaction at the cell surface between Dp14(A11V;E32Q) and wild type-specific TCR such that variations are detected in how a cell perceives extracellular signals. Analysis of additional mutants suggests that mutant Dp163(N66S) alters the binding site for monoclonal antibodies 7-16.10 and 135, while leaving unaltered the binding site for monoclonal antibodies 34-1.2 and 11-20.3. This maps the residue responsible for 7-16.10 and 135 binding to the region of Dp163(N66S).